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Partial differential equations involving mixed derivatives are investigated using 
decomposition. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
This paper considers equations in the form Fu = g where Fallows partial 
differentiations with respect to space and time variables. Let L, represent 
one or more partial differentiations with respect to x. Let L, represent one 
or more partial differentiations with respect to t. To be specific here, choose 
L, = 8*/8x’ and L, = a/at. Assume we have also a term L, L,u = a$/& ax 
and consider 
Fu=L,u+L,u+L,L,u=g(x, t) (1) 
with initial conditions specified. (It can be done as well for boundary con- 
ditions.) The inverse operators L,-’ and L;’ are definite integrations from 
0 to t and 0 to x, respectively, for the initial value problem. Thus 
L,-’ L,u = U(X, t) - u(x, 0) and L, lL,Xu = u(x, t) - ~(0, t) - xu,(O, t). Solve 
(1) for the two linear terms thus 
L,u=g-LXu-L,L,u, 
L,u=g-L,u-L,L,u. 
(2) 
Operate on the first equation with L,-’ and on the second with L;‘. We 
get 
u=u(x,o)+L,~‘g-LL,‘L,u-L,u-(L,~u)~,~o, 
u=u(O,r)+xu,(O,t)+L,‘g-L,‘L,u-LL,u+(L,u)/,=,. 
Adding and dividing by 2, 
4.7 t) = f{ u(x, 0) + u(0, t) + xu,(O, t) 
- u,(x, 0) + u,(O, t) 
- CL,‘L, + L,‘L,] u(x, t) 
- [IL + L,l 4% I,>. 
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We identify the terms involving initial conditions and the inhomogeneous 
term g as u0 in the decomposition u = I,“=, u,. Thus 
240 = +{ u(x, 0) + u(0, t) + xu,(O, t) 
-24,(x, 0) + u,(O, 2) + CL,-’ + L,‘] g}. (4) 
Then 
u(x, t)=u,-${L;‘L,+L,‘L,-L,-L,} 5 u,, (5) 
I?=0 
where 
&I+1 = -+{L,‘L,+L,‘L,-L,-L,} 24, (6) 
for n > 0. (If the order of the operators is different from what we assumed 
in this example, the u. terms must be modified accordingly.) Thus all terms 
are computable since u. is determined by the known operators, 
inhomogeneous term, and initial conditions. Each u,,, r is determinable 
from the preceding u, for n > 0 and the solution u = C,“= o u,. The resulting 
series has been demonstrated [2, 51 to converge rapidly for conditions 
which are natural and generally satisfied in physical applications. We 
assume for the equation FU = Lu + NU = g where NU is a nonlinear term 
that a(Nu)/& exists and is bounded and g - Nu is continuous for a convex 
region. If the equation to be solved contains derivatives of different orders 
with respect to a variable, we can use appropriate subscripts, e.g., 
Cu, + ~1 y = g or L&u + L,u = g. 
EXAMPLE. L,u+L,u+L,L,u=g(x,t)=x with u(x,O)=u(O,t)=O, 
~~(0, t) = t, u,(x, 0) = 0, u,(O, I) = 0. Then we get 
uo = xt + x3/1 2, 
u, = -xt/4 -x3/12 - 3x/4, 
u2 = xt/4 + x3/48 + 3x/8, 
u3 = -xt/16 -x3/48 - 3x/16, 
uz, = xt/16 + 3x132, 
which is converging to u = xt. Note the correct solution appears already in 
u. and successive terms add and subtract “noise” terms which eventually 
vanish. (This behavior of a damped oscillating convergence has been dis- 
cussed by Adomian and Rach in [4].) 
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Nonlinear terms. Suppose we have terms like (au/at)(du/ax) or 
(au/dt)2(au/ax) which we will write L,u. L,u and (L,u)‘(L,u). Consider as 
an example L,u+ L,u. L,u = g with L,= a/at and L,= B/ax. We have 
L,u=g-L,u.L,u. Then u=u(x,O)+L,~lg-L,-‘L,uL,Xu or 
u(x, t)=u(x,O)+L;‘g-uL.u+(uL,u)l,=,. 
Let u0 = u(x, 0) + L;‘g + u(x, 0) L,u(x, 0) and u = C,“=O u,. Let uL,u = 
NU = C,“=0 A,,. Then 
u n+1= - A nr 
where the A,, are evaluated for Nu = uL,u or (u,, + u, + . . .)(8/8x) 
(uO + U, + . .). To get the A, for this simple case, we need only evaluate the 
products so they will be calculable in terms of preceding components, e.g., 
u, = -A,,= -(uO)(a/dx)(u,). We choose subscripts whose sum is one less 
than the subscript on the left. Techniques are discussed in [ 1,2]. 
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